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“I don’t know a single amputee who won’t see themselves in this novel.”  

- Casey Pieretti, Amputee stuntman and activist, owner of Amp’d Gear 

BY APRIL WHITE 

 

There are three things you need to know about Shane P.I.  

1) P.I. is not her last name, it’s her job title,  

2) her specialty is catching cheaters, and she always makes them pay, and  

3) she’s a superhuman – kind of.  

You see, Shane happens to be a below-the-knee amputee with a badass array of prosthetic legs, a hidden 

past, and a private investigator’s license. She’s tall, beautiful, doesn’t blend, and she doesn’t trust a soul.  

Then there’s Gabriel, a security expert for Cipher Security. His job is to discover Shane’s identity and 

find the money she appropriated from a particularly troublesome client. His time with the UN Peacekeepers 

left him with emotional scars and a fiercely protective streak that finds its focus on the beautiful P.I. 

A cheating husband, a stolen fortune, and a plot to hack data from thousands of people sends Shane into 

an uneasy alliance with Gabriel and the security company charged with recovering the money. The attrac-

tion between them is like an elephant in a room full of breakable things, and figuring out how to trust each 

other with their hearts, and maybe their lives, is the most fragile thing of all. 

APRIL WHITE has been a film producer, private investigator, bouncer, teacher and screenwriter. She 

has climbed in the Himalayas, survived a shipwreck, and lived on a gold mine in the Yukon. She and her 

husband share their home in Southern California with two extraordinary boys, their dog, various chickens, 

and a lifetime collection of books.  

Code of Conduct, written for Penny Reid’s Smartypants Romance imprint, is her first contemporary 

romantic suspense. Book one in her Immortal Descendants series is the 2016 Library Journal Indie Award-

winner for YA, and all five books are on the Amazon Top 100 lists in Time Travel Romance and Historical 

Fantasy. More information and her blog can be found at www.aprilwhitebooks.com.  

“I can't tell you how refreshing it is to be handed a truly unique, 

sarcastic, strong female protagonist like Shane, who doesn't wilt 

and simper (or get kidnapped and need rescuing) at the first sign 

of a sexy tall man. She is the personification of every kick-ass 

heroine out there.” - Emerald Book Review 
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